A recent paper by J. B. Diaz and Dorothy Browne Shaffer extends the Gauss-Lucas Theorem to n-dimensional Euclidean space. The authors leave open certain natural questions concerning the existence of "zeros of the derivative". This paper answers three such questions, and suggests several other questions for further investigation.
1. Introduction. The classical Gauss-Lucas Theorem states that if H is the closed convex hull of the zeros of P(z), a polynomial in one complex variable, then all the zeros of P'(z) must also lie in H. A proof of this beautiful theorem may be found in many places (see, for example, the book by Morris Marden [3] ).
It is natural to look for extensions of this theorem to En, the tt-dimensional Euclidean space consisting of all points P : (x,,x2, . . . , x") where the coordinates are real numbers. Recently, Diaz and Shaffer [1] found an interesting extension which we now describe. In their work they use the symbol w = (wx,w2, . . . , wn) for a point in £", but, since this notation suggests that wk may be a complex number, we take the liberty of altering their notation.
Let Pj : (xxu\ x[j), . . . , x^1), j = 1,2, ... ,m, be m distinct points in En.
Let 0) rj=\PPj\ = \i(xk-xUf] it = i be the usual Euclidean distance from P to Pj. With each fixed point Pj, we associate some particular function/(r), which may be regarded as a generalized distance. Thus, we require that if r > 0, then fj(r) > 0 for / = 1, 2, . . . , m. We could also demand thatf(r) > 0, but it is conveneint to avoid this additional restriction. In most cases this can be achieved by adding to f(r) a suitable constant. We consider the function
where (throughout this paper) x is a convenient shorthand for the variable point P : (xx, x2, . . ., xn). The function F(\) defined by equation (2) This theorem tells us where a zero of "the derivative" V F(x) must lie, if there is one. But it leaves open the question of whether V F(x) has any zeros, and, if so, how many. We will prove that, under suitable conditions, there is always at least one zero, and we will give a partial answer to the question "How many?".
2. Answers and proofs. We can avoid unnecessary radicals by introducing new functions g/(r). Indeed, for r > 0 we set gjQ) = fjiri/f2),j = 1,2, . . . , m. It is easy to see that if g,'(r) is positive and continuous for r > 0, then so is /'(/■), and conversely. However, it should be noted that this assertion cannot be extended to include r = 0. Using these new functions, we have Proof. Our proof uses the Brouwer fixed point theorem [2, p. 453] and, consequently, we must assume that gjQ) is continuous on the close ray r > 0. We will return to this additional hypothesis in §3.
For each term in equation (5), we have where Bj > 0 for r > 0, and 2JL.5, = 1.
We note, in passing, that equation set (8) already contains the proof of the Diaz-Shaffer Theorem since the conditions on Bj imply that (x,,x2, . . . , x") is in the closed convex hull of Px, P2,. . ., Pm.
To see that the system (8) always has a solution, we replace the left side by the coordinates x* of a point P*(x*,x* , . . . , x*), and obtain m (9) xA* = 2 Bjxjp, /c= 1,...,«,
7=1
where the Bj are functions of P(xx,x2, . . . , x"). Then the equation set (9) can be regarded as a mapping that carries P into P*. Since this transformation is continuous on H and carries each point of H into a point of H, then by the Brouwer fixed point theorem, there is at least one fixed point of the transformation. Since this fixed point is a solution of the system (8), it follows that V F(\) always has at least one zeroQ Returning to the original Gauss-Lucas Theorem, we note that if P(z) is a polynomial of degree m, then P'(z) will always have m -1 zeros when counted in accordance with their multiplicities. Is there an analogue for V F(x) = G(x)?
We first need a Definition. The point P is a zero of G(x) = G(x,,x2, . . . , xn) of order k if, at P, the function and all its partial derivatives of order less than k vanish, while at least one partial derivative of order k does not vanish at P.
For example, G(x) = xx + xk + xk has a kth order zero at (0,0,0) in E3. With this agreement we have Theorem 2. For arbitrary natural numbers n and m, it is possible to select the "distance" functions gj(r) so that V F(x) has only one zero, and this zero is a simple zero.
Proof. For/ = 1,2, . . ., m set gj(r) = r. Then Aj = gj(rf) = 1, and, hence, the coefficients in the system (8) are all l/m. Consequently, the point P(xx, x2, . . . , xn) determined by this system is unique. To see that P is a simple zero, observe that, in this case, n I m \ n V F(x) = 2 2 2 0* -x^))ek= 2 Gk(x)ek. Can we put an upper bound on the number of zeros of V F(x)? In the general case the answer is no. Theorem 3. For each integer n > 1 there is a set of m = n + 1 points P0,PX, ■ ■ ■ , P", and a corresponding set of functions gj(r) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, such that V F(x) has infinitely many zeros in H.
Proof. For simplicity, we first consider n = 2 (the plane) and select the three points flo(0,0), fl,(l,0) and fl2(0,l). We set (11) gl(r) = g2(r)= _r+V2r-1 for r in the interval /:e + j<r<l-e. Outside this interval we may define gxQ) and g2Q) in any manner that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. We note that in J we have g\(r) = g2Q) = -1 + l/(2r -1)1/2 > 0. Thus, V F(x) is zero for every point of L and, hence, has an uncountable infinity of zeros in H.
We observe that each of these infinitely many zeros of V F(x) is a simple zero. Indeed, if C7,(x) is the coefficient of e, in (14), then 3G,(x) (16) -4r -2+^+ tmw* -'> A brief computation shows that, on L,
(1 -2tf
To complete the proof of Theorem 3 we merely indicate the extension to En for n > 2.
Let Pj be the point with 1 for the /th coordinate and 0 for the other coordinates (j -1,2, ... , n). Let P0 be the point (0,0, . . . , 0). We set (18) g.tr) = -"r + lyjnr -(n -1) , / -1,2, ...,«, for r in the interval J : e + 1 -l/n < r < 1 -e, where £ < l/2« is a positive number. Outside 7 we may define gj(r) in any manner that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. In J, gj(r) = -1 + (nr -n + 1)"1/2 > 0. Finally, we set g0(r) = n2r. Then The author feels that the answer in (2) is no, and that the conditions on F(x) put a severe limit on the shape of the curve on which V F(x) may vanish.
(4) To obtain V F(x) = 0 on a line segment, we selected two of the functions g (r) to be different. Suppose that in equation (5) each g-is the same function. Is it then true that F(jc) has only a finite number of zeros? If so, is this number < m -1?
